
Redesigned the student e-portfolio 
template, reducing it from 7 pages to 1 
page with collapsible sections. 



2017/18 Version of E-portfolio Template 

















2018/19 Version of E-portfolio Template 





Redesigned the internal structure and 
simplified the menus seen by users and 
by system role. 
 
 

 
Figure 1 - 2017/18 menu – Masters Student Undergraduate and Postgraduate had equivalent menus. The menu design for 
Sussex and Brighton were the same but in separate institutions with separate brand identities. 

 
Figure 2 - 2018/19 menu - Undergraduate student. Simplified after redesign. Sussex and Brighton were the same but in 
separate institutions with separate brand identities. 



 
Figure 3 - 2018/19 redesigned view for external work placement staff. SEE 01 Excerpt of initial pilot document for previous 
menus. Externals were also in a separate institution with the South Coast Regional Centre for Social Work Education brand 
identity but could interact with students from either the Sussex or Brighton institution, or both based on their personalised 
supervision list. 

 
 
 
 
 



Changes including clearer group naming 
and revisions to the electronic sign-off 
workflow. 

 
Figure 4 - Changes to group naming. 2017/18 on the left, 2018/19 on the right. 

Design changes: 
- 01 [university name] became 01 Practice Learning Templates [university 

abbreviation] in 2018/19. Taking a purpose-first approach, where the students could 
find and download their template documents to populate their portfolios. The 
university labelling was required for systems administrators who needed to work 
cross-institutionally. The numbers were to keep the menu in the correct order. 

- 02 [university abbreviation] [level] [course] [year] [placement] [academic year] 
became 02 Submission point [university abbreviation] [course] [placement] 
[academic year] in 2018/19. Each student had two years of placements so therefore 
two e-portfolios. 



- The seven-page portfolio, because one page. So one page for each placement, year 1 
and year 2. 
 

 
Figure 5 - Streamlined electronic sign-off workflow as opposed to previous wet ink and scanned signatures only in 2017/18. 

Comments at the bottom of the e-portfolio page were used to sign-off on materials, as 
shown in the exemplar screenshot below. (1) Our test student had one comment already. 
(2) Use the text entry field to add a new comment. (3) Word documents or PDFs could be 
attached if needed. (4) To save the comment, click on the ‘comment’ button (4). The 
student was sent an email alerting them that a comment has been applied. This was 
implemented over 2018/19, used most extensively as a sign-off practice in 2019/20. 
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